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• WHY it is important for the “health people” and the
“community and economic development people” to
work together?
• What do we know about HOW to do this work?
• What do we know about WHAT WORKS to address
the challenges you are facing?
• What are some concrete EXAMPLES of others moving
ahead as you are?
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https://uwphi.pophealth.wisc.edu/
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According to the World Health Organization
(1946),
Health is a state of complete physical, mental
and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity.

(1) Stable or increasing population with high levels of
social capital;
(2) Growth in young adults and families with higher
education and skill sets;
(3) Business starts (or low losses) with quality jobs,
adequate wages, and sustainable financing;
(4) Employment opportunities that match population skills
and capacity;
(5) Access to basic health care, education, housing,
transportation and social services; and
(6) Informed public and private decision-makers.
Source: Norm Walzer, Center for Governmental Studies, Norther Illinois University, 7/1/2015
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Braveman et al., Income, Wealth and Health, RWJF April 2011
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Braveman et al., Income, Wealth and Health, RWJF April 2011

Egerter et al., Education and Health, RWJF 2009
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Egerter et al., Education and Health, RWJF 2009
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Channeling Change: Making Collective Impact Work, By Fay Hanleybrown, John Kania, & Mark Kramer Stanford Social Innovation
Review, 2012, http://www.ssireview.org/pdf/Channeling_Change_PDF.pdf

• What is the problem you are trying to solve?
• Who must be engaged?
• Do you have all the right eyes on the problem?

• How should individuals and organizations work
together?
• Change happens at the “speed of trust” [Covey]
• Build alignment around the agenda, competency in using
data, committing to continuous learning, before picking
solutions

• How will change happen?
• Complex problems require adaptive solutions – focus
attention, create the space for hard conversations, build
engagement and alignment of effort
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Channeling Change: Making Collective Impact Work, By Fay Hanleybrown, John Kania, & Mark Kramer Stanford Social Innovation
Review, 2012, http://www.ssireview.org/pdf/Channeling_Change_PDF.pdf

• Local individuals or organizations begin to work
together differently, and find and adopt new solutions
as a result
• A successful strategy that is already working locally,
but is not systematically or broadly practiced, is
identified and spread more widely
• An evidence-based policy, practice, movement, or
resource from outside the community is identified and
applied
Kania & Kramer. Embracing Emergence: How Collective Impact Addresses Complexity . SSIR January 2013
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide overall strategic direction
Facilitate dialogue between partners
Manage data collection and analysis
Handle communications
Coordinate community outreach
Mobilize funding

Channeling Change: Making Collective Impact Work, By Fay Hanleybrown, John Kania, & Mark Kramer Stanford Social Innovation
Review, 2012, http://www.ssireview.org/pdf/Channeling_Change_PDF.pdf

Channeling Change: Making Collective Impact Work, By Fay Hanleybrown, John Kania, & Mark Kramer Stanford Social Innovation
Review, 2012, http://www.ssireview.org/pdf/Channeling_Change_PDF.pdf
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Menominee Nation Community Collaboration:
Interconnected Causes, Resources, Responses
• Precipitating event: school performance
• Goal: increase community engagement to improve school
performance and health; have chosen to focus on childhood
obesity
• Collaboration across governments, healthcare, education

• Common Agenda: Shared root causes – all our children
• Backbone: Schools, health clinic
• Aligned Activities: Community Engagement Grid; 90-day
Implementation Plans; based in part on Bridges out of Poverty
• Communication: Community Collaboration meetings
• Shared Measurement: Support from UW SMPH
• Read more:

https://uwphi.pophealth.wisc.edu/programs/match/healthiest-state/find-the-bright-spots/menomineenation-community-collaboration.pdf
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Teams build skills in:
Partnership building
Leveraging resources
Cultural humility and
health equity
Policy advocacy
Community organizing
Collective impact
Action, evaluation and
sustainability planning
Learn More: http://www.hwli.org/
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26
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• Evidence matters
• So does:
• Innovation
• Feasibility
• Resources
• Community Readiness
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http://www.improvingwihealth.org/index.php

http://www.improvingwihealth.org/index.php
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Watch This Space for Conference Proceedings!
http://www.cvent.com/events/investing-in-healthy-rural-communities-harvesting-the-power-of-people-place-and-partnerships/eventsummary-b885992215e24ccaabcaaad978c2c32c.aspx

• Healthy rural community development/investment takes many
forms and has many potential sponsors
• Bricks and mortar, human service and business development programs,
worker training
• E.g. – child care, main street revitalization, grocery stores, financial
literacy, food distribution hubs

• Every community has significant assets as well as needs and
opportunities
• “Anchor institutions” are key – banks, educational institutions, health care
facilities, churches, local government, etc.
• Coalitions, conveners, backbones are key

• Healthy rural community development requires collaboration,
prioritization, and consensus building
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• Support entrepreneurs
• Bank and procure and
source locally –
producers collaborate to
meet each other’s needs
• Invest in local businesses,
local capacity
Read More: http://michaelhshuman.com/

Infrastructure
• Expand rural broadband access
Education and Training
• Make technical school and college more affordable for rural, working
students
• Expand the Dairy Grazing Apprenticeship Program
Economic Development
• Invest in local businesses, local entrepreneurs, e.g. through local purchasing
collaboratives
• Local governments should evaluate economic development proposals based
on their impact on the local economy
Capacity Building
• Create a place within the community that supports entrepreneurs, with
mentors and financers
• Establish a learning collaborative of rural coalitions
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• You!
Regional
Multi-stakeholder, public-private
Health factors and health outcomes
Economic and community development
Social and economic determinants of health
• Fully representative?
• Adequately resourced?
• Evidence informed?
• Sustainable?

• The health of individuals, families, and communities is influenced
by many factors other than access to health care
• Good health matters to us all – we all have a stake in healthier
people, healthier communities
• Evidence-based policies and programs exist to improve health
and create conditions that favor community and economic
development
• Advancing these strategies will require leadership, new
partnerships, courage, and political will
• This work can be, and is being, done in rural communities!
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• Wisconsin Partnership Program,
UW School of Medicine and Public Health

• Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
• Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
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